GĀBL MEDIA ANNOUNCES ADDITION OF HEAVY HITTERS TO LINEUP:
‘ENTREARCHITECT PODCAST,’ ‘ARCHISPEAK,’ AND ‘SPACES PODCAST’
July 10, 2020
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (Jul. 10, 2020) – Gābl Media, the first of its kind Waxhaw-based
multimedia company dedicated to the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC)
industries, today announced the addition of three renowned podcasts to its inaugural lineup:
EntreArchitect Podcast, Archispeak, and Spaces Podcast.
The podcasts, each of which has gained popularity in its own right, have joined forces with Gābl
Media to jump start the new genre of shows focused on the AEC community and usher in a new
generation of listeners.
“We are proud to be kicking off our platform with this strategic selection of distinctive shows,”
said Mark R. LePage, CEO of Gābl Media. “Each of these innovative series is exceptional, and
we are excited to deliver new content which will reward listeners with invaluable experiences
and inspiration uniquely aimed at the AEC community.”
A brief description of the new additions can be found below:
EntreArchitect Podcast – Hosted by LePage, EntreArchitect Podcast features weekly interviews
with inspiring, passionate professionals who share their knowledge and expertise to help
entrepreneurial architects, designers, and creative professionals throughout the world build better
businesses, and guide them on their individual journeys to success. The podcast has gained a
massive following with over 330 episodes, and has been described by its enthusiastic listeners as
a “must listen to show for solo architects!”
Archispeak – A nationally recognized podcast that has been featured in a number of publications,
Archispeak seeks to hold casual conversations with its listeners, to inform and enlighten on
topics ranging from design, tools, motivation, and the mechanics behind the profession to
work/life balance, generational differences, mentoring, job hunting, and much more. Hosts Evan
Troxel and Cormac Phalen break down traditional archispeak in more than 172 episodes, keeping
it real by sharing their life experiences as consummate professionals who love what they do—
and have been through it all.
Spaces Podcast – In Spaces Podcast, hosts Dimitrius Lynch, licensed architect and co-founder of
Gābl Media, Michelle Thrakulchavee, development professional, and Jason Weiner, finishing
contractor, explore the evolution of the building industry, highlighting how the evolution of our
spaces—and the “millennial effect”—have had and will continue to have significant societal,
psychological, and environmental impacts on modern society. With 40 episodes and a
worldwide fan base, this witty team of millennials is sure to enlighten you with deep dives into
historical references and new advancements in the industry.

Gābl Media’s roster also includes Build Your Brand, Practice Disrupted, and Trxl, three original
new podcast series, and the company is in works to add several new shows to its expanding
lineup.
ABOUT GĀBL MEDIA
Gābl Media is an innovative multimedia network that empowers global leaders in the
architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industries to share their stories with a vibrant
community dedicated to building a better world. Gābl Media harnesses the latest technologies to
create and distribute audio and video content to millions of people, to inform and entertain its
ever growing audience across the world. For more information, visit https://gablmedia.com/.
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